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Transparent Discovery of Hidden Service
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SUMMARY Tor’s hidden services provide both sender privacy and
recipient privacy to users. A hot topic in security of Tor is how to
deanonymize its hidden services. Existing works proved that the recip-
ient privacy could be revealed, namely a hidden server’s real IP address
could be located. However, the hidden service’s circuit is bi-directionally
anonymous, and the sender privacy can also be revealed. In this letter, we
propose a novel approach that can transparently discover the client of the
hidden service. Based on extensive analysis on the hidden service protocol,
we find a combination of cells which can be used to generate a special traf-
fic feature with the cell-padding mechanism of Tor. A user can implement
some onion routers in Tor networks and monitor traffic passing through
them. Once the traffic feature is discovered, the user confirms one of the
controlled routers is chosen as the entry router, and the adjacent node is
the client. Compared with the existing works, our approach does not dis-
turb the normal communication of the hidden service. Simulations have
demonstrated the effectiveness of our method.
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1. Introduction

The Onion Router (Tor), with about three million users, is
currently the most popular low-latency anonymous commu-
nication network [1]. It was first deployed in 2003, provid-
ing sender privacy to Internet users. Nonetheless, recipi-
ent privacy is equally required, which assists users not only
to access information anonymously but also to publish in-
formation anonymously. Hidden service was released and
deployed on Tor in 2004, allowing users to provide their
services anonymously. At the time of writing, there are
6708 onion routers and 7608 descriptors within Tor network
around the world.

Hidden service aims to protect users’ privacy and put a
constraint on malicious behavior performed by adversaries.
However, some vulnerabilities can be utilized by adver-
saries. Extensive works have been conducted to degrade the
anonymity of the hidden services which can be categorized
into two types: passive analysis [3]–[8] and active analy-
sis [2]. Overliver et al. proposed the first passive method
based on traffic analysis to identify the hidden service [3],
which targeted a previous version without entry guards [9].
Zhang et al. proposed an application-level method against
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hidden service [4]. They evaluated the time correlation be-
tween the web accessing and the generated traffic in the ma-
licious onion router. Biryukov et al. exposed flaws both in
the design and implementation of hidden service, allowing
an attacker to measure the popularity of arbitrary hidden ser-
vice, take down hidden services and deanonymize hidden
services [5]. Ling et al. researched and deployed a hidden
server discovery system [6]. They controlled the entry router
and rendezvous point, using the timing analysis to identify
the hidden server. Wang et al. presented a protocol-feature-
based attack [7]. The attacker modified one bit of a cell at
the entry router which caused decryption error at the hidden
server and created an identifiable feature, and then the at-
tacker could confirm whether its controlled router was cho-
sen as the entry router for locating the hidden service. These
passive approaches have a common feature in that the at-
tackers need to control one side of the communication with
a hidden service and intentionally send the DESTROY cell
to make an identified signature, and with the development
of the entry guards, passive attacks may suffer a high rate
of false positives due to various factors. Murdoch presented
the first active approach [2]. A Hidden server’s temperature
would vary while its workload changes, so he identified the
hidden server by estimating its temperature through measur-
ing the clock skew.

Existing works mainly focus on revealing the hidden
server. In this letter, we propose a transparent discovery ap-
proach for locating the clients of hidden services according
to the analysis on the hidden service protocol. First, we as-
sume we can control the entry router connecting with the
client, and this falls within the Tor threat model [1]. Second,
we use the cell-padding mechanism of Tor to build a special
combination of cells [10], denoted as a traffic feature. The
controlled router monitors the traffic. If the traffic satisfies
two key conditions, we decide that our controlled router is
chosen as the entry router and mark the adjacent node in
the circuit as the client. Finally, we implement the approach
and make the evaluation. The obtained results demonstrate
the feasibility and the validity of our approach. We aim to
research and expose flaws of the hidden service which may
pose a threat against security of Tor. Both owners of hidden
services and third party attackers can use this approach to
deanonymize hidden services and threaten the normal users’
privacy, so we also give guidelines on countermeasures. Our
work also has other significative functions. For example,
the hidden service can be misused for providing malicious
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contents such as drug trade and child pornography. Our ap-
proach can help internet service providers or network ad-
ministrators to investigate clients who are accessing these
malicious services.

2. Transparent Discovery

In this section, we describe our approach. Without loss
of generality, we assume that we can control the entry
router adjacent to the client. This is reasonable because
onion routers of Tor network are set up in a voluntary man-
ner [1], the same assumption was also made in attacks [3]–
[8] against Tor network. Note that we manipulate a hidden
server and intend to find out who accesses our hidden ser-
vice.

2.1 Transparent

All Tor traffic is packed into fixed-size (512 bytes) cells,
which classified into two types: control cell and relay
cell [1]. PADDING cell is one kind of control cell currently
used to implement connection keeping alive [10]. If there is
no other traffic, we find that Tor nodes may send each other
a PADDING cell every few minutes to maintain the circuits.
Based on this mechanism, the PADDING cells sent by the
introduction point (InP) will not be noticed by the routers
along the circuit and discarded at the recipient side, and the
hidden service still work normally.

2.2 Introduction Circuit Creation Procedure

Figure 1 shows the creation procedure of the introduction
circuit [1]. The entry has to forward (1 × CREATE +
2 × RELAY COMMAND EXTEND + 1 × INTRODUCE1)
cells up to the InP and (1 × CREATED FAST + 3 × RE-
LAY COMMAND EXTENDED + 1 × ACK) cells down to
the client. The special combination of cells composes a cell-
count feature.

After the introduction circuit has been created, (1) the

Fig. 1 Client building a three-hop circuit to the introduction point.

client assembles an introduce message encrypted by the
hidden service’s public key including the address of the
rendezvous point (RP), and sends a RELAY COMMAND
INTRODUCE1 cell to the InP containing the introduce
message. (2) Upon receiving this cell, the InP repacks
the cell into a new RELAY COMMAND INTRODUCE2
cell and sends it along the corresponding circuit to
the hidden server (If PK ID is unrecognized, the RE-
LAY COMMAND INTRODUCE1 cell will be discarded,
then the steps 1 and 2 repeated). (3) The InP replies a
RELAY COMMAND INTRODUCE ACK cell to the client.
(4) Upon receiving this ACK cell, the client tears down the
circuit to the InP. Then, the client waits to start communi-
cating with the hidden server. The steps are shown in Fig. 2.

2.3 Detailed Discovery Process

In our approach, upon receiving the RELAY COMMAND
INTRODUCE1 cell, the InP needs to generate traffic with a
special feature which can help to confirm that our controlled
router is chosen as the entry router. The InP is the exit router
of the hidden server, so a hidden service can modify its con-
fig file to specify some InPs. A third party or an attacher
can publish or push phishing onion addresses (e.g., silkroad-
xxxxxxxx.onion) to users and redirect the users to their con-
trolled hidden service [5]–[7]. An attacker can also control
the InP by another way: because onion routers of Tor are set
up in a voluntary manner [10]. By implementing high band-
width routers in Tor network, the attacker has chance to con-
trol the entry router or exit router of a circuit. For example,
by running 23 onion routers with high bandwidth into Tor
network, the chance that any of these routers to be chosen
as the entry is about 13.8% [7]; Ling et al. made a stronger
assumption that an attacker controlled both the entry router
and the exit router in a Tor circuit, and the real world catch
probability can confirm over 60% by injecting around 4% of
onion routers with long uptime and high bandwidth [11].

Based on Tor’s PADDING cell mechanism [1], we can
manipulate a combination of cells which will not noticed
by the routers along the circuit and discarded at the recip-
ient side. Steps of our approach are shown in Fig. 3 and
described as follows:

• A user builds circuit to one of the indicating InP.
• Upon receiving the RELAY COMMAND INTRODUC-

Fig. 2 Client initialing the hidden service.
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Fig. 3 Revealing the entry router.

E1 cell, the InP sends 50 PADDING cells back to
the client along the circuit which will not noticed
by the routers along the circuit and then silently
dropped by the client. Then, the InP replies the
RELAY COMMAND INTRODUCE ACK cell to the
client.
• The client sends a CELL DESTROY cell to the InP to

close the circuit.

In this process, our controlled router monitors the traf-
fic of the circuits traveling through it. When the controlled
router captures a DESTROY cell over a circuit, it will check
the following two key conditions:

• Whether the DESTROY cell was received just after the
RELAY COMMAND INTRODUCE ACK cell.
• Whether the number of the transmitted cells match the

cell-count feature: 4 cells up and 55 (1 × CONTROL +
3 × RELAY + 1 × ACK + 50 × PADDING) cells down
the circuit. Based on the traffic feature, we can distin-
guish the case when the controlled router was chosen
as the entry from the case when it was chosen as the
middle.

If the two key conditions are satisfied, we decide that
our controlled router was chosen as the client’s first hop en-
try router. Due to the client directly connects with the entry
node, and then we can locate the client’s real IP address.

If a client closed the circuit after receiving n PADDING
cells (for instance, n = 10), we can still locate this client.
Because the client need to send DESTROY cell to close
the circuit, and time consumed by transmitting empty load
PADDING cells is very short, and then considering about
the network environment factors, we may obtain another
cell-count-feature which can be used to locate client:

• First, before the client disconnected the circuit after re-
ceiving 10 PADDING cells, our controlled entry router
has completely transmitted 50 PADDING cells, so our
approach is still effective.
• Second, our controlled entry router did not finished

sending 50 PADDING cells to the client before the
client closed the circuit. However, when the client
closed the circuit, he also had to send the Destroy cell.
Based on our statistics, a PADDING cell is sent every
4 minutes 50 seconds, 10 PADDING (or less than 10)
cells can be seen as a cell-count-feature between client
and entry router and are enough to locate the client.
• Third, the entry router can be set to transmit a

PADDING cell every 4 minutes 50 seconds, and re-
dundant PADDING cells in the same cycle will be dis-
carded.

Fig. 4 Empirical CDF of bandwidth of all routers in the Tor network.

2.4 Countermeasures

First, protecting the entry guard router from abused by set-
ting the guard rotation interval longer and taking into ac-
count how long the onion routers has been online when as-
signing entry flags to them. Note that if this countermeasure
does not carefully implemented, it will cause a number of
downsides like reduced end-user quality of experience and
malicious routers accumulating.

Second, users of hidden service had better go to reli-
able web-sites to acquire safety onion addresses of hidden
services.

3. Evaluation

According to the bandwidth information collected from the
directory server on May 20, 2015, there are 6709 active
onion routers on Tor, including 1572 guard routers, 1073
exit routers and 346 double routers. Figure 4 shows the
bandwidth distribution of onion routers. The mean value
of the bandwidth is only around 1MB/s. In addition, Tor
adopts a bandwidth weighted node selection algorithm in
order to enhance its performance [1], and the key factors
for choosing the entry routers are high bandwidth and long
online time. Based on this algorithm, if we manipulate
some nodes with bandwidth of 20 Mbytes/s, the relation-
ship between the catch probability and the number of routers
is shown in Fig. 5. Note that the entry guard weight is
max(0, 1− Btotal+k·b

3(Bexit+Bdouble) ) where k denotes the total number of
manipulated nodes, b denotes a manipulated router’s band-
width and Bdouble denotes the bandwidth of routers which
get both entry-flag and exit-flag.

We manipulated an onion router into Tor network,
which runs the Tor stable version 0.2.5.12 on an Ubuntu
server version 12.04.4 LTS with a bandwidth of 300Mbit/s
located in Florida USA. In order to estimate the reliability
of the traffic feature, we used tcpdump to collect statics on
the number of forwarded cells per circuit into a record file
and analyzed the file with wireshark. We examined 1501
circuits through the entry node, none of the circuit exhibited
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Fig. 5 Probability that at least a circuit traverses through the controlled
entry.

Fig. 6 Experiment setup.

the traffic pattern of 4 cells up the circuit and 55 cells down
the circuit. We also implemented an experiment to count the
number of PADDING cells of an onion router (OR). We ran
an onion proxy (OP) and monitored the traffic 24 hours, and
we did not transfer any data through this OP. From the exper-
iment result, we found that the OP exchanged a PADDING
cell by about every 4 minutes 50 seconds, and totally got
312 PADDING cells during the experiment period. This re-
sult demonstrate the cell-count feature of 50 PADDING cells
in our method is unique and effective.

Figure 6 illustrates our approach for locating the client.
We modified the general options EntryNodes and ExitNodes
in the torrc file (Tor’s config file) of the client and the
hidden server respectively, so the client chose one of our
controlled routers as the entry node and the hidden server
chose a specified router as InP. We run the experiment 500
times for deriving the true positive rate. For each RE-
LAY COMMAND INTRODUCE ACK cell we successfully
collected the corresponding cells matching the traffic fea-
ture and got no false positives.

4. Conclusion

In this letter, we have presented a discovery approach for
locating the clients of hidden services. Of particular impor-
tance, it can transparently find the real IP addresses and does
not disturb the normal communication of the hidden service.
Simulations have demonstrated the effectiveness of the pro-
posed method.
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